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Stryd introduced Form Power in the Fall of 2016, not long after introducing the footpod version of the power
meter.  Reporting Form Power, in turn, provided a valuable glimpse under the hood of power.  External power
- the total power that Stryd reports - can be broken into various components, and Form Power gave the
general Stryd user base a first look at some of those components*.  In my opinion, the reporting of Form
Power by the Stryd team was a breakthrough for the users of running power, which previously could not
otherwise “see” these components outside of the lab*.    (* a relative few of us that use run power in WKO4
were treated to an earlier view of these components thanks to Dr Andrew Coggan’s work)

External power (Stryd power) is the power moving the center of mass, and can be broken into three
components:

1) Horizontal power - the component of power / metabolic cost of moving the center of mass forward
horizontally, or longitudinally along the line of progression.
2) Vertical Oscillation Power -  the component of power / metabolic cost of moving the center of
mass up and down, generating vertical oscillation.
3) Lateral Oscillation Power -  the component of power / metabolic cost of controlling the lateral
oscillation, or side to side movements of the center of mass.  (generally the smallest of the three
components)

The folks at Stryd, in formulating Form Power, folded both Vertical Oscillation Power and Lateral Oscillation
Power into the power that is reported as Form Power.  (Figure 1)   In other words, Vertical Oscillation Power
plus Lateral Oscillation equals Form Power.

Figure 1.  The components of external power (Stryd total power), including Form Power.

Thus, Form Power is the power  / metabolic cost of producing vertical oscillation movement and controlling
lateral oscillation movement as one runs.   Certainly, some portion of power is needed for vertical oscillation in
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running, given that running is essentially a series of bounding.  In other words, there is some minimal amount
of Form Power needed to accomplish the task of running.  

However, too much power “diverted” to Form Power, means a lower portion of the total power applied to
Horizontal Power - the component of total power moving the center of mass forward.  For various reasons,
Form Power, by itself, is a useless metric.  However, when Form Power is presented as a ratio (percentage) of
the total reported Stryd power, then you arrive at a meaningful and useful metric: Form Power Ratio.

Form Power Ratio (FPR) is the percentage of total Stryd power that is going toward producing vertical
oscillation movement and controlling lateral oscillation movement as one runs.   Understanding the
importance of this metric can be enhanced by also introducing the metric Horizontal Power Ratio (HPR).
 Horizontal Power Ratio is the percentage of total Stryd power that is going toward moving the center of mass
forward - the portion producing our speed.

Form Power Ratio and Horizontal Power Ratio are complements of each other - if added together, they equal
100% of the total Stryd power reported.   A FPR of 30% and HPR of 70% account for 100% of the distribution
of total Stryd power.  

Thus, as FPR increases, a lower percentage of Stryd power is going toward moving the center of mass
forward - the portion producing our speed.  For example, take two 70kg runners running at 300W.  Runner
one has a FPR of 25%, while runner two has a FPR of 30%.  Runner one has 25% of the 300W producing
vertical oscillation movement and controlling lateral oscillation movement, and the remaining 75% (HPR)
moving the center of mass forward, producing speed.  In contrast, runner two has 30% of the 300W producing
vertical oscillation movement and controlling lateral oscillation movement, and only 70% (HPR) moving the
center of mass forward, producing speed.  Runner 1 is getting more power directed at moving the center of
mass forward (HPR), and less diverted to producing vertical oscillation movement and controlling lateral
oscillation movement (FPR).  Runner two is running with less power directed at moving the center of mass
forward (HPR), and more diverted to producing vertical oscillation movement and controlling lateral oscillation
movement (FPR).

Form Power Ratio, therefore, provides a glimpse under the hood of power - a glimpse at how power is being
“spent”.   One can utilize either FPR or HPR - they are telling us essentially the same thing.  Stryd
Powercenter reports FPR.  Lower FPR equals a higher percentage of total Stryd power being directed toward
moving the center of mass forward - lower is better.  In contrast, I prefer to follow HPR (in the WKO platform).
 HPR is essentially revealing the same information about total Stryd power, except that higher HPR equals a
higher percentage of total Stryd power being directed toward moving the center of mass forward - higher is
better.

Form Power Ratio = Form Power / Stryd Power
Horizontal Power Ratio = (Stryd Power - Form Power) / Stryd Power

In Figure 2, the power components, Form Power Ratio and Horizontal Power Ratio are conceptually depicted.
 Think of the yellow arrow as total Stryd power, the blue arrow as FPR, and the green arrow as HPR.  Assume
that both yellow arrows are the same length, representing the same power.  Lower FPR and higher HPR
mean that more of the same power is directed at moving the center of mass forward - more power making
forward speed.  One has to wonder what Mo Farah’s FPR and HPR are.

Figure 2.  A conceptual depiction of the power components, Form Power Ratio and Horizontal Power Ratio.
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Let’s take a little deeper look into Form Power Ratio.  As mentioned, lower FPR is better.  However, FPR
cannot be zero - we need some essential Form Power to perform the task of running.  After all, we are not a
bowling ball rolling down the lane, but instead, more like a tennis ball bouncing down the lane.

Further, Form Power Ratio is not static.  FPR will vary from runner to runner.  Still further, FPR will vary for the
individual runner - FPR (and HPR) are sensitive to relative intensity.  Thus, FPR will decrease with speed (is
negatively correlated with speed), and HPR will increase with speed (is positively correlated with speed).
(Figure 3)

Figure 3.  FPR and HPR versus Speed
HPR in blue
FPR in pink
Y-axis = percent
X-axis = speed in m/s
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Therefore, it is best to assess FPR (or HPR) at similar relative intensities. For example, I prefer to compare
FPR (or HPR) when the runner is running within a range of about FTP / CP +/-2%.  Do not compare across
disparate relative intensities - FPR while running an easy aerobic run @ <80% of FTP/CP is going to be much
higher, and not directly comparable to FPR  when running a 10K race @ 101% of FTP/CP.

FPR (and HPR) can be compared across individuals, since it is inherently weight normalized….as long as the
comparison is being made as very similar relative intensity and under similar conditions.  (Table 1 and Table 2)

Table 1.
Form Power Ratio stratification
***when running at/near FTP/CP, on relatively flat terrain, in calm/good running conditions***

  Outstanding / likely elite < 20%

  Good < 25%

  Average 25-30%

  Below average > 30%

Table 2.
Horizontal  Power Ratio stratification
***when running at/near FTP/CP, on relatively flat terrain, in calm/good running conditions***

  Outstanding / likely elite > 80%

  Good > 75%

  Average 70-75%

  Below average < 70%

The switching from the non-wind Stryd version to the ‘wind’ version will have the effect of slightly increasing
HPR and slightly decreasing FPR at same relative intensity and under same conditions.  This is due to the
addition of air power to total Stryd power.  However, the change is small enough that the Tables 1 and 2 do
not have to be re-written for each device type.

Let’s think of the relationship of HPR and FPR with speed a bit more.  We know that HPR increases with
increasing speed / higher relative intensity, and that FPR decreases with increasing speed  / higher relative
intensity.  As we run at higher intensity, total power increases.  However, in addition, a greater portion of that
power is also being directed more horizontally.  Therefore, as we try to run faster, we tend to lift power
and direct it more effectively - a double mechanism for going faster.  Consequently, one can also see a
positive correlation of HPR with Running Effectiveness and a negative correlation of FPR with Running
Effectiveness. (Figure 4)

Figure 4.  FPR and HPR versus Running Effectiveness
HPR in blue
FPR in pink
Y-axis = percent
X-axis = Running Effectiveness in kg/N
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Besides being correlated to speed / relative intensity, FPR (and HPR) can be sensitive to fatigue.  (Of course
speed / relative intensity are also sensitive to fatigue, so there are some circular effects here.)   Figure 5
depicts a marathon, in which one can see power declining, FPR rising, and HPR declining - all in fatigue -
after about 1h52m into the race.  Figure 6 depicts a 3200m race, wherein the FPR and HPR fatigue response
is also associated with a decline in Running Effectiveness (RE).

Figure 5.  FPR increases and HPR decreases with fatigue - marathon.
HPR in blue
FPR in pink
Power in yellow

Figure 6.  FPR increases and HPR decreases with fatigue - 3200m.
HPR in blue
FPR in pink
RE in red
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You may ask, “How can I improve (lower) my FPR?”.   There have been no interventional studies following
FPR (or HPR).  However, some suggestions come to mind:

● Improve overall fitness - faster sustainable running means FPR decreases (HPR increases), and
vice versa.
● Improve anterior (front) hip extension mobility and calf/ankle dorsiflexion mobility.
● Improve Glute strength (glute bridges, etc)
● Drills - like this set of fence drills: frontside:https://youtu.be/nNVSNlqOFPE  backside:
https://youtu.be/qqzOh9azQ7o
● Bounding
● Perhaps gait mechanics changes - reduce vertical oscillation, reduce arms crossing over center line.
 (caution: gait mechanics changes may impair your running economy)
● Improve core strength/stability.

Summary
Form Power Ratio and its complement, Horizontal Power Ratio, are important metrics for understanding how
one’s power is distributed to various components.  Lower FPR and higher HPR mean that a higher
percentage of power is being directed toward moving the center of mass horizontally - and creating speed.

 

Addendum
Interpreting Form Power as a raw value can be misleading and should generally be avoided - see exemple.
 Further, raw Form Power cannot be compared across individuals, unless weight normalized, and even then,
context needs to be considered.   

Example of potential for raw form power interpretation error.  
If Stryd power goes up, Form Power does tend to follow….to some degree.  Like this: a
runner that is running at 280W with a form power of 71W increases effort and then runs
310W with a form power of 74W.   Form power went up – that’s not good, right?  In this
case, incorrect.   Earlier, the runner had a Form Power Ratio (FPR) of 25% and a
Horizontal Hower Ratio (HPR) of 75%.   Later, the runner had a FPR of 24% and HPR of
76%.   When the runner ran with greater intensity, HPR and FPR improved (HPR
increased and FPR decreased) – even though raw form power had increased.   This is
rather typical - even though raw Form Power may be seen to increase with increased
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intensity, the relative amount of power devoted to bouncing the center of mass up and
down vertically as the center of mass moves forward (Form Power Ratio) actually
declines (and HPR increases).
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